
Black Storehouse is a marketing

agency focused on teaching

entrepreneurs and Social Media

Managers the best way to

successfully navigate the social

media algorithms to their

advantage.  This agency implements

dynamic and creative social media

strategies for brands in every

industry.
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S O C I A L  M E D I A
M A R K E T I N G  M A D E  E A S Y

Organizational Leadership

Customer Service

Social Media Marketing

Public Speaking

Coaching (Pro-Coach Certified)

AREAS OF EXPERTISE

Sonya Renee' Reed

CONTACT INFORMATION

Website:  blackstorehouse.com

Email:  info@blackstorehouse.com

Office:  (601) 641 1223

Instagram: @BlackStorehouse123 

Facebook:  Black Storehouse

http://www.instagram.com/blackstorehouse123
http://www.facebook.com/blackstorehouse


Black Storehouse is a mission-based

brand focused on the empowerment

and growth of underserved brands. 

 The scripture that reads, "Bring ye

tithes into the storehouse so that

there will be meat in my house," is

Black Storehouse's foundation.  Our

tithes are the best of what we have,

therefore, we empower brands with

the tools to develop and create

strategies to offer the best of what

they have.

MISSION

About Black
Storehouse

In 2015, with her support and guidance,

she helped her son reach his goal of

100,000 by his 2017 graduation day. 

 She coached him on how to monetize

his newfound fame which created a

steady 4-figure monthly revenue for

him.  Within 2 years, his page had

grown to more than 750k followers.

FACE OF BLACK STOREHOUSEFACE OF BLACK STOREHOUSE

Sonya Reed is a servant leader at her very

core.  She has an extremely diverse

background in Information Technology,

Theology, Human Resources, and

Organizational Leadership.  However, her

most important role is mother.  Her son,

and his budding endeavors, are what

inspired Black Storehouse.

Black Storehouse was born in May

2020 in support of melanin-hued

entrepreneurs who had issues

connecting their brands to their

target markets.  Based on the

negative narrative surrounding

melanin-hued brands, we saw a

need for customer service and

digital marketing that met them

where they were and refined their

strategies.

HISTORY



Testimonials

"Working with Sonya is like getting a

cheat sheet with all the best moves

on it.  She brings industry expertise,

plus as a small business owner

herself, she knows exactly how we

need to move to have an impact on

our sales and growth.  And she

understands what the stakes are, so

she moves with a sense of urgency."

 

- Nantale Muwonge, Black Girl PR

Sonya was so amazing.  I booked a

consultation with her, and in 1 hour,

we created a content calendar, a

complete weekly schedule, and

hashtags for my brand.  After 7 days

of implementing my new strategy, I

have increased my reach almost

300%.  This has added to my

customer base, created new sales,

and also given me peace of mind.

 

- Danni B, Junction Transportation

"I am truly thankful for the

opportunity to connect with Black

Storehouse.  A vital part of our

connection is the growth of my

social media.  Prior to finding Sonya,

I was unsure of how to reach my

target market.  Since our session, I

now have a clear and attainable

path and strategy to get the job

done right.  Our engagement and

reach has skyrocketed."

 

- D Royal, HER Hair Lounge & Co

Black Storehouse has been amazing

for our brand.  Sonya has helped us

in so many ways.  I found out about

her offerings through a Saturday

Showcase.  After booking the Social

Media Audit, I had new followers

within 5 minutes of updating my bio.  

I was mind blown at how detailed

she was.  Sonya is the truth, and she

definitely deserves 5 stars.

 

- D'Auna Easterling, Body Vault


